
Non-woven paper or Textile
All formats

Materials 
needed

       

Prepare the surface: fill in the 
holes. Remove the socket covers 
and switches. 
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Measure the areas to be covered.
Check that the ceiling is straight.

Crop the image according to your
preference, either from the top or
from the bottom, cutting off the excess
(leave yourself a safety margin).

Measure the width of the first strip. 
Use a level to draw the dotted lines.
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WALLPAPER
MADE IN FRANCE

All our strips are numbered for left to right installation.
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Keep on working using the next strips 
whichare aligned edge to edge.
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Present strip no. 1. Adjust 
to the plot. The first strip is straight.

NON-WOVEN PAPER:/
We offer a non-woven backing that can be applied with any powdered adhesive intended for non-woven wallpapers. We recommend to use METY-
LAN Expert paste.
To get a very strong hold, you can use a white glue that is ready-to-use.
SCENOLIA recommends that you use the following white glues:
1/ For application on a normally absorbent surface (plaster, BA13, etc.): OVALIT TM
2/ For application on a non-absorbent surface (melamine, blocked paints, etc.): OVALIT ULTRA

TEXTILE BACKING:
To apply our textile backing, we recommend using a white paste available in DIY stores and wallpaper specialized shops....
SCENOLIA recommends that you use the following white pastes :
1/ For installation on a normally absorbent open base (plaster, BA13, etc.): OVALIT TM
2/ For installation on a non-absorbent base (melamine, blocked paint, etc.): OVALIT ULTRA
SCENOLIA cannot be held responsible if you fail to comply with the recommendations.

 

   

Apply the paste onto the wall.
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The sensitive parts of the wall need to be glued: 
wall, door frame/top and bottom edges.

Stamp from the inside to 
the outside.

Cut off the excess with a cutter using 
the spatula (be sure to use a new 
blade).

www.scenolia.com

WHAT TYPE OF PASTE SHOULD I USE?

Find our videos of installation on our 
channel YouTube

Application : powder and white pastes can be applied directly to the wall with a simple wool painting roll (anti-drip pain-
ting roll).
Make sure that the pastes used are suitable for your wall. Refer to the recommendations of the wallpaper paste manufactu-
rers.
Warning: for installation in damp environments (kitchen, bathroom, SPA, etc...) check that the textile material is a suitable 
reference.
Do not install in areas where water is splashed.
SCENOLIA cannot be held responsible if you fail to comply with the recommendations.


